
S.T.E.A.M. related lesson plan influenced by artist Lynne Woods Turner. 

FOCUS: Science & Nature, Math & Geometry
KEY CONCEPT: Minimalism 

● Students will use focused observations from nature to create line drawings on 
folded squares of paper

● By repeating these simple drawings from observation throughout the paper, 
students will begin to see and create patterns. 

● Parts of these patterns will then be cut from the original drawings and used as 
shape templates.
○ Shapes within, around, between, etc..

● With colored pencils, a pattern/design will be created on a new piece of square 
paper.



Materials Needed for Lesson...

Sketchbook paper (3”x3”)

Straight edge or ruler

Cardstock viewfinder

Removable tape

Colored pencils

Pencil and eraser

Cutting tool or scissors

Sharpener

Objects from nature



Instead of real “objects from nature” we will be working from this image...



First step...

Fold paper sketchbook 
paper squares into 
different configurations… 



Create a viewfinder...

Using two square cut outs 
of any thicker paper 
(cardstock, old cards, etc.)

Cut two straight edges in 
each to create an “L” 
shape. 

Arrange the two “L” shapes 
to create a viewfinder.

The inside shape can be 
square, rectangle, triangle..

Use tape to hold the pieces 
together.



Examples of how to use your viewfinder...



Use the viewfinder to select areas to recreate on your folded pieces of paper...



Referring to the original drawing, recreate the details into a pattern like form...

First drawing is from observation...

The rest are recreated free hand...



Another example of how that can be done...

By keeping a pencil sharpener handy, keep 
the point of your pencil sharp for details.

Take note of any patterns starting to form...



When patterns are completed, use a cutting tool to create your pattern template...



Decide how you will arrange these shapes to create a pattern or design on a fresh 
square of paper. Lightly trace out your design with a sharp colored pencil...



With a colored pencil, fill in areas of your choice...

Consider using the 
negative space of your 

outlines!



Arrange your finished works for observation!



Here is the image of objects from nature to begin your observations with!


